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Currant research topics:

- ‘open’ (‘unbounded’) repetition

- ‘closed’ (‘bounded’) repetition

ASPAC

Amsterdam Slavic Parallel 

Aligned Corpus



Slavic Verbal Aspect

• Linguistic history

• Issues

• Approach CSVA(RI)

• Example
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Linguistic History

Modern dictionaries: Dunaj 1996
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niedokonany = imperfective

dokonany = perfective

1. Aspect in dictionary

2. Binary opposition

3. Aspectual pairs



Linguistic History

Earlier dictionaries: Linde 1807 - 1815
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dokonany = actionis perfectae

niedokonany = actionis imperfectae



Linguistic History

Earlier dictionaries: Linde 1807 - 1815
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continuativum

Jednotliwe instantaneum



Linguistic History

Earlier dictionaries: Linde 1807 - 1815
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niedokonany actionis imperfectae
częstotliwe frequentativum



Linguistic History

Earlier dictionaries: Linde 1807 - 1815
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continuativum

dokonany actionis perfectae



Linguistic History

Earlier dictionaries: Linde 1807 - 1815

• No discussion, the word ‘aspekt’ is lacking

• Aspectual pairs?

• Labels:
- częstotliwe frequentativum
- jednotliwe instantaneum
- contuniativum
- dokonane actionis perfectae
- niedokonane actionis imperfectae
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Linguistic History

19th century linguists: esp. Greek

• Present, preterite and aorist
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Linguistic History

19th century linguists: esp. Greek

• Georg Curtius 1820 – 1885
Zeitstufe
Zeitart
-- Präsenstamm – ‘dauernde’
-- Perfekstamm – ‘vollendete’
-- Aorist - ?? ‘momentan, eintretend’
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Linguistic History

19th century linguists

• Karl Brugmann 1849 – 1919
Actionsart  (ca. 1880)
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Linguistic History

19th century linguists: mostly Germanic

• Wilhelm Streitberg 1860 – 1925

Actionsarten (1889)
- imperfective durative, continuative
- perfective resultative

a. momentan
b. durativ-perfective

- iterative
a. Imperfectiv-iterative
b. Perfectiv-iterative
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Linguistic History

19th century linguists: mostly Germanic

• Wilhelm Streitberg 1860 – 1925

Actionsarten (1889)
- imperfective durative, continuative
- perfective resultative

a. momentan
b. durativ-perfective

- iterative
a. Imperfectiv-iterative
b. Perfectiv-iterative
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aigan ‘have’ frijon ‘love’

finþan ‘find (out)’

fulljan ‘fill’

auhjon ‘make noises’

afdailjan ‘divide (up)’



Linguistic History

19th century linguists

• Karl Brugmann 1849 – 1919

Actionsarten (ca. 1902-4)
- punktuelle „gleich vollendet”
- kursive „verlaufend vorgestellt”
- perfektische „Zustand des Subjekts”
- iterative „aus wiederholten Gleichen”
- terminative „vor sich gehend..., Terminus als 

Ausgang oder Endpunkt”
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Linguistic History

20th century linguists: Slavic (Germanic)

• (Per) Sigurd Agrell 1881 – 1937
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Linguistic History

20th century linguists: Slavic (Germanic)
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• (Per) Sigurd Agrell 1908

Aspektänderung und 
Aktionsartbildung – beim polnische 
Zeitworte.

 separation Aspect and Aktionsart!



Linguistic History

20th century linguists: Slavic (Germanic)
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• (Per) Sigurd Agrell 1908: 78

Aspect:

unvollendet : vollendet

 That an action is fulfilled

Aktionsart:

 How an action is fulfilled

...



Linguistic History

20th century linguists: Slavic (Germanic)
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• (Per) Sigurd Agrell 1881 – 1937: 



Issue: prefixes
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‘write’i  {through-write =} ‘copy’p  ‘copy’i

Aspectual pair!



Issue: ‘empty’ prefixes
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Aspectual pair!

‘transport’i  ‘through-transport’



Linguistic History

20th century linguists: Slavic (Germanic)
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• (Per) Sigurd Agrell 1881 – 1937: 

Die

Exhaust

Pierce/sting

Lead to an end

End several items

Bring to an end

Distinguish

Distinguish and order

Become more expensive

Spend the night

Seek for a while

Praise

End as new state

Thoroughly waken

Lead with direction upon direction

Awaken (sth in sb)

Arrive

Go further than …

Set out on one’s way

Begin to play



Linguistic History

20th century linguists: Slavic (Germanic)
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• (Per) Sigurd Agrell 1881 – 1937: 

Die

Exhaust

Pierce/sting

Lead to an end

End several items

Bring to an end

Distinguish

Distinguish and order

Become more expensive

Spend the night

Seek for a while

Praise

End as new state

Thoroughly waken

Lead with direction upon direction

Awaken (sth in sb)

Arrive

Go further than …

Set out on one’s way

Begin to play

Aktionsart:

 How an action is fulfilled

Mostly expressed by prefixes ...



Linguistic History

20th century linguists
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• 1920s As-Ak distinction picked up by other scholars: 
a.o:

Eduard Hermann

Hermann Jacobsohn

Walter Porzig
Nicolaas van Wijk

Erwin Koschmieder



Issue: aspect vs. Aktionsart

20th century linguists
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• 1920s As-Ak distinction picked up by other scholars

Aktionsart involves how the action 

actually occurs; reflects the 

external, objective facts of the 

occurence; focuses on something 

outside the speaker. This is 

usually expressed lexically, either 

in the inherent meaning of the 

lexical form or in the derivational 

morphology (i.e. By means of 

prefixes or suffixes which affect 

the meaning of the verb).

Aspect involves a way of viewing

the action; reflects the subjective

conception or portrayal by the 

speaker; focuses on the 

speaker’s representation of the 

action. This is usually expressed 

grammatically, by contrasting 

verb-pairs as in Slavic languages 

or by tense-inflexion and tense-

stems as in Greek. 

Fanning Buist M. 2002. Verbal Aspect in New Testament Greek. Oxford.



Issue: aspect vs. Aktionsart

20th century linguists
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• 1920s As-Ak distinction picked up by other scholars

Aktionsart involves how the action 

actually occurs; reflects the 

external, objective facts of the 

occurence; focuses on something 

outside the speaker. This is 

usually expressed lexically, either 

in the inherent meaning of the 

lexical form or in the derivational 

morphology (i.e. By means of 

prefixes or suffixes which affect 

the meaning of the verb).

Aspect involves a way of viewing

the action; reflects the subjective

conception or portrayal by the 

speaker; focuses on the 

speaker’s representation of the 

action. This is usually expressed 

grammatically, by contrasting 

verb-pairs as in Slavic languages 

or by tense-inflexion and tense-

stems as in Greek. 

Carlotta Smith (a.o. 1983, 1991)

‘situational aspect’ (Aktionsart)

‘viewpoint aspect’ (Aspect)

Fanning Buist M. 2002. Verbal Aspect in New Testament Greek. Oxford.



Issue: aspect vs. Aktionsart

20th century linguists

• Yurij S. Maslov 1914 – 1990

The highly systemic nature of the Aktions-
arten (in Slavic languages) put them „on 
the threshold of grammar.” 
(1958)
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Issue: morphology SVA
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Issue: grammaticalisation
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Linguistic History

20th century linguists

• Yurij S. Maslov 1914 – 1990

1948 predel’nost’

later version:
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Issue: terminativity

‘lie’, ‘sit’, ‘work’, ‘surf’ ….

‘get up’, ‘sit down’, ‘open a 

door’, ‘finish an essay’ ….



Issue: aspectual pairs



Issue: aspectual meaning &c

I made a chair.

I ate two apples.

I was making a chair.

I enjoy biking.

I often made chairs.

I always enjoy biking.



Linguistic History

Modern linguists

• Aleksandr V. Bondarko
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Linguistic History

Modern linguists

• Adrie Barentsen (1973, 1995)
 Three step terminativity
 Terminativity in the wider sense
 Types of terminativity
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Issue: 3-step terminativity

Processual transformative T

Perfective

in = initium

tr = terminus/transitus

 Viewpoint: totality



Issue: 3-step terminativity

tr + in ‘out of 

view, back-

grounded’ 



constancy /

homogeneity

Processual transformative T

Imperfective (open repetition)



Issue: 3-step terminativity

tr + in ‘backgrounded’ (focus on 

action itself: Y)  constancy / 

homogeneity

Processual transformative T

Imperfective (single = process meaning)



Issue: 3-step terminativity

Relative terminus T

Perfective



Issue: 3-step terminativity

Relative terminus T

Imperfective (open repetition)



Issue: 3-step terminativity

Relative terminus T

Imperfective (single)



Issue: 3-step terminativity

Non-processual transformative T

Perfective



Issue: 3-step terminativity

Non-processual transformative T

Imperfective (open repetition)



Issue: 3-step terminativity

Semelfactive : (Multiplicative)

Perfective



Issue: 3-step terminativity

(Semelfactive) : Multiplicative

Imperfective



Issue: 3-step terminativity

Delimitative

Perfective (only)



Issue: 3-step terminativity

Perdurative

Perfective



Issue: 3-step terminativity

Perdurative

Imperfective (open repetition only)



Issue: 3-step terminativity



Linguistic history

• Anna Stunova-De Jong

• Adrie Barentsen

• Stephen M. Dickey
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Issue: Comparative SVA



Conclusion

82

Thank you!


